Determination of the magneto-optical relaxation of magnetic nanoparticles as a homogeneous immunoassay.
The interaction between human eotaxin (hEotaxin) and its polyclonal antibody anti-human eotaxin (anti-hEotaxin) was investigated by means of a novel liquid-phase immunoassay using the magneto-optical relaxation of ferrofluids. The binding quality as well as kinetic properties of the binding partners was determined using specifically binding magnetic probes. For this purpose, magnetic nanoparticles (MNP; DDM128N, Meito Sangyo, Japan) were initially functionalized with streptavidin. The biotin-nylated antibody was conjugated with streptavidin-MNP applying the streptavidin-biotin binding system. Binding reactions were detected by measuring the relaxation of the optical birefringence signal occurring when a pulsed magnetic field is applied to the ferrofluid. The addition of hEotaxin to anti-hEotaxin conjugated MNP in different amounts yielded an enlargement of the mean relaxation time due to the formation of MNP aggregates. In order to express the observed increase of the particles' effective diameter in terms of elementary kinetic processes between antigen and antibody, a kinetic model was introduced. Here, the binding reactions are described by a process of stepwise polymerization. The obtained results were compared with data received from surface plasmon resonance biosensor analysis, a standard tool for biomolecular interaction analysis.